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.of any kind.

Your affiant observed the injury the defendant sustained, which appeared to be a superficial cut behind the
defendant's left ear and down along his neck.

During the course of the investigation yorn affiant obtained from the Unified Communications Division 911
calls. ln the recorded 911 call placed on January l7,20l3,the caller, who's been identified as W-2, referring to
the decedent ('Cha Cha') and the defendant, reported they were arguing and carrying on. W-2 further reported
that "Cha-Cha" (the deccdent) was dnurk and pulled out a knife and caught the defendant on the neck. W-2 then
reported that the defendant stated, "I'm ma kill him, I'm ma kill him." Then a voice can be heard in the
background say words to the effect of, *he cut me, I tied to kill him.' W-2 later identifies the background voice
as Davon and asked him why did he kick the decedent.

Although there are some inconsistencies, the witnesses and physical evidence describe a sequence of events
wherein, after an argument, the decedent cuts the defendant leaving a superficial wound and is disarmed. The
decedent then leaves the house. The defendant and another individual follow the decedent outside. Within ten
minutes, the defendant, ufiro is 30 years younger than the docedent, rcturns to the house and admits to hitting the
decedent and leaving him on the grorurd outside. later a 9l l caller, W-2, complained during the call that
"Davon" had kicked the decedent. The defendant admitted to police to punching the decedent twice, but stated he
was cut outside just before hitting him. The medisal examiner detemrined that the decedent died of multiple
blunt tauma ir{uries to the torso and at least one of the main injuries to the torso was consistent with being
kicked by another person.

Based on the aforementioned facts and circumstances, your affiant believes that probable cause exists and
requests that an afiest warrant be issued for the defendant, Davon Delonte Thomas, PDID # 637391.
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Charge With: Second Degree Murder.
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